
  

 
 
 

SUPPLEX® is a trademark of The LYCRA Company and licensed by NILIT®. 
 

 

SUPPLEX® fabric Brand Certification Requirements 
 
NILIT® is a global leader in polyamide 6.6 production and we are focused on delivering high quality products and 
innovation to our customers around the world.  
SUPPLEX® fabrics combine the look and feel of cotton but remain soft after repeat washing, do not shrink and are 
highly breathable. During wear, SUPPLEX® fabric keeps you cool and dry, the fabrics drying much faster than 
cotton. 
 
SUPPLEX® yarns are air jet textured polyamide 6.6 and supplied only by approved licensees. 
We have a wide range of innovative fibers under the SUPPLEX® fabric brand name, check out our website 
http://www.nilit.com/fibers/licensed brands or call one of the contacts detailed below on this page. 
 
Using the SUPPLEX® fabric brand could not be easier, just follow the 3 easy steps: - 

1. Fabric developed with SUPPLEX® fabric products should be submitted for testing using the 
form on the back of this document to our certification test laboratory. 

2. We will confirm in writing the results of the certification testing, and if the fabric meets 
the Brand Certification Requirements detailed below, a unique reference number will 
be provided with the approval certificate. 

3. The fabric mill can then identify their fabric samples as SUPPLEX® fabric and garment 
manufacturers can request hangtags by quoting the unique fabric approval reference number. 
Applications for hangtags by garment makers can be made directly on our Internet site :  
www.nilit.com/hangtags. 

 

The following certification standards apply to all fabrics and garments that use the SUPPLEX® fabric brand. This 
permission must be requested for all new articles produced before the SUPPLEX® fabric brand is used:  
 

SUPPLEX® Brand 
Qualifiers 

Fabrics and garments must contain the required minimum content of a 
SUPPLEX® yarn manufactured by NILIT (see NILIT product list) 

Minimum Qualifier Content 
(%) 

The minimum content is 50% of an approved SUPPLEX® fabric product. 
The fabric/garment must contain a minimum of 90% polyamide. 

Other Fibers Natural fibers (eg cotton) are not permitted. 
Garment Content 
Requirements 

For cut and sew apparel, garments must contain a minimum of 50% of an 
approved SUPPLEX® fabric. 

 
 

  
 

  
  

 
   

  
  

  
 

 

 
 

 
  

  
  

 
    
  

   
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
         

Branding Lab : Ilan Ben Akiva          e-mail: ilanb@nilit.com 

Hangtags:        Sigalit Nachmani       e-mail: sigalitn@nilit.com 

Innovative SUPPLEX® fabric Effects
Our innovative SUPPLEX® fabric range has been created to give designers the option to create cottony soft
fabrics with different effects: -
100% SUPPLEX® soft black gives a permanent, wash-fast performance and when combined with a white yarn, 
creates a natural look, soft marl effect. If a slight lustre on the fabric is desired, SUPPLEX® mercerised look 
combines bright and dull yarns to give a subtle, soft sheen.
For exceptionally soft, cottony touches, SUPPLEX® micro gives high comfort levels in bodywear.
SUPPLEX® UPF
SUPPLEX® fabric garments can be identified as SUPPLEX® UPF fabric if they meet the certification requirement of 
greater than 40 UPF sun protection. NILIT supplies hangtags to support the SUPPLEX® UPF program (garment 
makers, brands and retailers can order hangtags on www.nilit.com/fibers/hangtags

Terms and Conditions
 Garment manufacturers are responsible for garment quality and for ensuring, along with the fabric

  producer, that the fabric is suitable for the intended end use.
 The written approval from Nilit to use the SUPPLEX® fabric brand on any specific certified fabric style is

  valid for 3 years. After this period, permission to use the brand would need to be requested again and new
  samples submitted for testing.

 NILIT may refuse the use of the SUPPLEX® fabric brand for low quality fabrics and garments.
 Hangtags, stickers and all other forms of SUPPLEX® fabric logo usage can be requested via our Internet

  site or from the contacts below. Details of the legal requirements of trademark usage are given on this
  Internet site. Unauthorized usage of the SUPPLEX® fabric trademark is subject to prosecution.

Disclaimer
This Brand Requirement Certification document contains only selected data and further information on our
Internet site should be carefully read. Customers using Nilit products are responsible for ensuring that it is suitable
for the intended end use.

Contacts
Headquarters: NILIT Ltd. Maurizio Levi Rd. Ramat Gabriel, P.O.Box 276, Migdal Haemek, 2310201 ISRAEL.
Tel: + 972-4-654-4506 Fax: + 972-4-654-4636,
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SUPPLEX® Fabric Branding Submission Form 
 

This brand submission form must be completed and signed and sent, along with the required fabric samples to 

the address below. If the fabric meets the required certification standard (see overleaf), an approval certificate 

with a unique fabric reference number will be sent to you. 

Suggestion: Fill in this PDF form on your computer, print and save for future reference. 

 

Fabric Supplier Details 

 
Fabric Manufacturer Details:  

Manufacturer’s Name 

___________________________________ 

 Address____________________________ 

Country_____________________________ 

Contact 

Name______________________________ 

Telephone__________________________ 

E-Mail______________________________ 

Fax________________________________ 

Company name (if not the fabric manufacturer)  

____________________________________________  

Address______________________________________ 

Country______________________________________  

Contact 

Name________________________________________ 

Telephone_____________________________________ 

E-Mail________________________________________ 

Fax__________________________________________ 

 
Fabric Details 

Your fabric reference name/quality number ________________________________________________ 
 

Is this the first time this fabric has been submitted for branding?     Yes       No  
 

Fabric type (please tick): Circular knit    Seamless     Woven      Fine GG Hosiery     Socks   
 

                                      Warp knit      

Yarn Details 

 

        Each Yarn in the fabric Yarn Details 

(e.g. decitex, fils, type, count) 

SUPPLEX® Yarn Purchased 

from: 

SUPPLEX® fabric Brand 

Qualifier 1 

  

SUPPLEX® fabric Brand 

Qualifier 2 

  

Other yarn 1   

Other yarn 2   

Other yarn 3   

 

SUPPLEX® fabric Descriptor (please tick) 

 

SUPPLEX® fabric    SUPPLEX® UPF  fabric  

 

Your signature ____________________________________    Date _______________________________ 

 

Your signature is essential and by signing the request for brand certification, the signatory is legally bound by the 

Terms & Conditions of the SUPPLEX® fabric branding scheme (further details on the NILIT Internet site 

www.nilit.com/fibers/hangtags  

Send this completed form together with two legwear samples, a seamless sample or, with one meter 
of full width, finished fabric to: - 
 

Nilit Branding Center   
Nilit Ltd., Maurizio Levi Rd., Ramat Gabriel,  Migdal Haemek, 2310201 ISRAEL 
 

Contact:  
Mr.  Ilan Ben Akiva,  tel. 972-4-6544450  fax 972-4-6544449    e-mail: ilanb@nilit.com 
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